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How call boys are using technology to serve their clients
Here you will know in what ways the use of technology has benefitted the male escorts in India.

As the profession of a call boy remains the world oldest occupation, gigolo call boys have used thousands of traditional ways to
expand their escort services. However as the time has changed with the introduction of many newer technologies, the way of
working of the male escort has seen a major development. But even now also there are several wrong perceptions among the
people about call boy and their profession.

Who are male escorts?
In an escort playboy job a person works very hard to satisfy the sexual desires of high profile ladies of the society. They are a bit
different from normal guys. They always have a great personality, a good sense of humour and have a proper attitude. They work
sincerely to fulfil the desires of many women craving for escort service male. They always try to carry out their work privately and
never disclose either their own details or of their clients.

ICT & call boys in Bangalore

Bangalore is known to be Silicon Valley of India. It is the India’s biggest IT hub where many people all over India come for their
living. Information and technology has also been strength for the people living in Bangalore. It is not a new thing for them. But
male escorts in Bangalore still were using old techniques to get their clients and provide their services. But escort industry in
Bangalore has seen a major change in the last 5 to 6 years. A Gigolo in Bangalore is now using latest techniques and many
platforms to expand his businesses. I have mentioned different ways in which Bangalore male escorts are benefitted from ICT.

Makes the life of an escort quite simple
Technology is helping many youths in Bangalore to get their first male escort jobs in Bangalore. With the use of technology,
male escort Bangalore are able to make their hectic profession little bit easier.

Avoiding third party interference
Through the implementation of the technology a Bangalore male escort is able to manage their business without taking any help
from middle man or other third party agencies.

Other benefits
Technology is helping gigolo Bangalore to develop ways to manage each other clients, choose a male escort agency by
reading their reviews online, promoting their profiles thorough different online platforms, and using cashless methods for any
payment related tasks.

Screening of clients
Male escort Bangalore takes the help of technology to notify each other about their client’s behaviour and escort’s management
skills. This will help other escorts to avoid these people in future.

The use of Internet in Indian escort industry
Escort Indian industry has never been a new topic. It is a well known thing and quite popular among people. But our country’s
law have put several restrictions on escorts and upon their profession. It is very hard to find out a man escort publicly disclosing
about his profession. I have highlighted the role of internet in day to day work of a male escort gigolo playboy.

Reducing gap between buyers and sellers
With the introduction of Internet it has become very simple for both the escorts and his clients to find each other.

Increase the chances of hiring call boys
Previously there are very less chances for a middle class to enjoy the Indian call boy services. But after the introduction of
internet, things completely changed. A normal lady can easily find her favourite escort according to her taste and budget. Simply
she needs to visit an escort website where she will get a huge number of options to choose from. These websites are generally
owned by a gigolo limited company, which use the platform to highlight their escort’s profiles.
Decrease of risk factors
The recent times an escort playboy to find his clients, take help of many illegal sources and third party individuals or agencies
who take large amount of money to do their work. As a result of which there were more illegal Indian call boys’ sex trade and
unpredictable prices. With the introduction of online sex services these types of fraud and cheating cases have decreased a lot.

How internet has changed the escort service prices in Hyderabad

As the traditional ways of practicing sexual acts have changed through years, there is a huge decline of the prices of the male
escort service in Hyderabad and many more places in India. With the introduction of online sex marketing system and online
male escort jobs in Hyderabad, there is a rise in competition between the male escorts in Hyderabad. This has further
decreased the price differences between escorts working in the same region.

The rise of high end female escorts in Hyderabad

There has been a huge joining of male escorts Hyderabad in escort industry which has seen growth in high quality and premium
escort services. Internet has made it easier and safer for male escort Hyderabad with high reservation wages to enter the
market; this has resulted in the rise of prices at the high end of the market.

So here I have discussed about some of the reforms in the way of working of many agencies like Desireplayboys which were
only possible because of the introduction of different technologies. But it is not the end there are still chances of development and
improvement in the lifestyles of the male escort in Hyderabad.

For further information related to play boy job salary Hyderabad and male escort jobs refer to Desireplayboys.

